
Fort Dodge Iowa 11th 1857 

 

Dear Father,  

 

Our “Spirit Lake Expedition” has just returned to Fort Dodge after absence 

of something more than 20 days. I had designed to keep a journal of the 

trip and when I returned to send the details to some of the editors of the 

Westmoreland County for publication. But I refrain from the task and prefer 

waiting until an account is given to the people through the proper authority 

for I am sure were I to sit down and write the story of our adventures – it’s 

fearful scenes of trial, hardship, cold, exposure, peril, hunger etc. and 

confining myself within the strictest bounds of truth and veracity – I say 

were I so to do it would be put down as the wildest exaggeration or the 

fevered imaginings of some crazy fanatic. Suffice it to say that we traveled 

the distance of two hundred miles on foot walking through swamps and 

sluices waist deep and over snow drifts from three to fifteen feet deep. We 

frequently were compelled to travel whole days with snow and ice covering 

our clothing to the hips and at night lie down on the cold prairie ground with 

no other covering to shelter us but the wagon covers and at other times no 

covering at all. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining food and carrying it when 

obtained we had frequently to march whole days with no other subsistence 

but a camp biscuit a few cold potatoes or a small piece of raw fat bacon. 

Our wagons we had frequently to carry or haul over the surface of the deep 

snow gorges by hand and by oxen and mule were also in like manner 

dragged over the snow by means of a long rope tied to their heads and 

legs. Those who are acquainted with the incidents of Col. Fremont’s Rocky 

mountain trip assert that this was attended with equally as much scenes of 



real suffering and hardship considering the short duration as was that of the 

Explorer. And such a scene of blood and butchery as presented itself to the 

astonished gaze within the limits and vicinity of Spirit Lake. Our men buried 

29 persons consisting of men women and children murdered robbed 

scalped tomahawked cut up and slaughtered in the most inhuman mode of 

savage warfare- they buried all they could find during a very brief search 

but from the number of inhabitants living in that section of country who are 

killed and missing the number is supposed to reach 60 or 70 persons- 

some were lying on the ground with the head chopped off- others with the 

body chopped asunder from the hips to the shoulder- others half burnt- 

others deprived of legs, arms? The whole scene presented a spectacle of 

cruel barbarity, revenge, murder, rapine and bloodshed unparalleled by any 

of the darkest plots of the Revolutionary border warfare. To such a degree 

of cold fatigue and hunger were we exposed that two of our hardiest and 

most robust young men- residents of Fort Dodge froze to death. Though 

possessing but a frail constitution and unused from boyhood to such 

hardships yet I endured the trials with a better grace and come off with as 

few scars and blemishes as any of the crowd- though I would hesitate upon 

accepting five hundred dollars as compensation for another like expedition 

of trial and suffering – for I am sure no reasonable amount of money would 

compensate for frozen toes, ears, nose and hands. For by the way my right 

hand is badly frozen which accounts for the present bad writing. There will 

be a full account of the Expedition published in pamphlet form by Major 

Williams- the Commander-in Chief of the Battalion. As soon as it comes out 

I will send you a copy- it is designed to give in detail the most interesting 

incidents of the trip- also a list of the members of each company- their 

names and places of residents. There will be certificates of invoice issued 



to each member of the three companies vis A. B. & C. I was enrolled as I 

stated to you previously in Company A. As soon as convenient an 

application will be made to Congress by Major Williams for land warrants 

and soldiers pay for each member of the companies. We have dearly 

earned such remuneration- And if Uncle Sam don’t see fit to pay us- we will 

just consider he’s no gentleman. But I must just draw to a close for I am 

almost used up with hard work and harder fare. I’ll send you a copy of the 

Fort Dodge Sentinel containing a resolution of thanks tendered by us to our 

Captain and officers of Company A. Tell Obe to write me- I would write him 

but I feel so fatigued from the hardship that I will have to postpone it. Give 

my love and respects to all and believe me.  

 

Your Affectionate Son 

William F. Porter  


